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Bar Assn. Brooks is taking a position at the University of Minnesota
School of Law. The same evening,
the Gilliam Bar will welcome professor Mary Jo Newborn, new to
_/"
USDlaw. , + + +
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After attending the Un~i?y of
San Diego'~ Law School graduation
May 19, I purchased the paper eager
to see your cover.age of the event. I
was amazed to see a three-paragraph "article" - on page 11 no less
- that basically said~ had graduated its largest class of law students yet.
There were no pictures, no profile
of the valedictorian, and no mention
of the pomp and circumstance. I am
incensed at the lack of recognition
afforded these law students by your
paper. Students who have studied
and sacrificed d~ ing the seven-year
academic trek( that includes law
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Tennis - . USD (22-6) ended up
12th, its highest ranking ever, in the
final Intercollegiate Tennis Coaches
Association/Volvo Collegiate men's
rankings. The Toreros' Jose Luis Noriega finished as the No. 6 singles
player in the nation. In the women's
rankings, San Diego State (17-12) fin17th and USIU
ished 13th, USD
(16-10) 22nd. ;I-'-( ~
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icos ANGELES MUNICIPAL COURT
.
':.l-..., .... ____ . OFFICE13 ...
_____ M. Roy Siegel
, M. Roy Siegel, 46, is a sole practitio-

1ner ,who specializecl ih deperideiicy law inY
'. downtown Los Angeles unti];deciding to ··
'run 'for the Los Angeles Municipal Court . .
· He ~topped pracfice in•March to".'de~ote ·;
1
I 'mot~:fone to.the 'campaign. ~h.:: d'sL ·~ ;~~; ' :
1
Sjegel said he decided to run ·for the
Sup~rior;Court because .he.has ,'.'~ways ! l
.wanted to be a judge." He has not challenged ~ ~,- i~c~~e11t's :_r~~~rcl on t~e
· bench btit_c atms he :w~_uld be a better N·
rist :based'on .his.qualifications.
. Siegef was rated '.'nof qualified" by,the i
/Los 'Ang~les_ Courity_~at Ass~ation . .• - 'i
· The candidate, who has served as a
,temporary judge in the'Los Angeles Mu- J
nicipal C:ourt, graduated from the Jl_ni- j
f
I of Law
:versity of San Die .
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· g," June 6, 13,
. session course, " GI~
20, 27 from 6:30 to 9:3 p.m. at the USD Manchester Executive Conference Center. The cost
·
is $215. To register by telephone, call 260~
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Victoria Vilicich, the daJgli-ter of John and Patricia Vilicich of Rancho Palos Verdes,
and Ray Pepper, the son of
John and Patricia Pepper of
Coronado, have announced
plans to be married Sept. 29,
1990, at Holy Trinity Catholic
Church in San Pedro.
The bride-to-be attended
Miraleste High School in Rancho Palos Verdes and graduated
cum laude with a bachelor's degree in chemietry in 1981 from
the University o{ San Diego.
She was accepteci. into Who's
Who of Students in American
Universitie s and Colleges for
her scholastic accomplish ments
and research publications .
In 1986, she earned a master's degree in nutritional sciences at the University of California at Berkeley.
She is • a m m r of Delta
Epsilon Sigma, the national
scholastic honor society, and
Kappa Gamma Pi, the national
Catholic women's honor society.
She is marketing director for
Kaiser Permanente 's Wellness
programs .

Victoria Vilicich and Ray Pepper
The future bridegroom
earned a bachelor's degree in
English and economics from
Stanford University in 1982 and
graduated cum laude from the
School
UniversJty of S~

of Law in 1986.
He is an associate attorney
at the law firm of Miller, Boyko
and Bell in San Diego.
The couple plan to live in
San Diego.
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with blue skies overhead,
breezes off the bay wafting the
fragrance of star jasmine around
University of San Diego's campus,
carloads of flowers creating a kind
of floricultural paradise in the
arched Camino patio and some 100
vintners pouring some 500 wines
for some 1,000 guests and you've
got the Juniors of Social Service
Auxiliary's Wine & Roses fund-raiser.
At $25 and $50 a ticket, you've
also got one of the best party bargains in San Diego.
The Juniors a couple of years
ago bought the rights to the San
Diego National Wine C01.11r>tition,
a juried event formerly he1«l'during the Del Mar Fair. The competition, which took place in early May
this year, attracts close to 1,000 entries from vintners who pledge a
case of winning wine to the Wine &
Roses benefit.
Party guests get to sample all
winners. "Debut" tasting patrons
get to buy discounted cases of donated wine whose makers assume
others might buy bottles at full
price. Everyone does well by doing
good for the Juniors' charity, Camp
Oliver in Descanso.
Even local members of CAN, the
California Association of Nurserymen (should that be changed to
Nurserypersons?), are happy. They
get 25% of proceeds (estimated to
top $40,000 this year) for scholarships, and their magnetically appealing wares deliver a gorgeous

Above, from left, Roseanne Lindsay,
Jan Kincannon and Vera Campbell,
among the sips and flowers. Below,
Dr. Robert Goehl sniffs a bouquet

Tribune photos by

............-..&...-...=.....- - - - - - - Michael Franklin
.E.~~--~

NANCY
~-=.;:
SCOTT
ANDERSON
SOCIETY EDITOR _

level your backyard and relandscape message.

rose from an island of bright marigolds, dahlias and lobelia. Twin
redwood arbors twined with greenery and cut flowers announced
party central, where long tables
mounded with cheese, pate, fruits
and veggies, barbecued tidbits and
breads made for toothsome timeouts for tasters.

Entry to the vast USD patio was
on a pathway banked by fibrous
begonias, impatiens and roses.
Further in, a Norfolk Island pine

Wineries were not stingy, mind
you. Nor did they expect guests to
do real tasting (no wood-shaving

barrels for spitting). Generous portions were poured. In the late afternoon sun, with the diastolic
rhythms of "Passions" soft rock
throbbing in the background, it was
possible to get truly drunk. But
party time was spent in seemly socializing or doing serious comparisons of seriously good stuff.
Vintners answered questions, and
objective assessments came from
-brokers like John Lindsay.
This was an all ages event put
together by a committee chaired
by Vera Campbell and co-chaired
by Donna Vance. Members were
Roseanne Lindsay, Lorie White,
Jan Kincannon, Carolyn Robbins,
Pam Palisoul, Suzanne Koch, Pat
McLaggan, Toni Welk, Julee Ault,
Wendy David, Marion Jacobs, Er•
mina Taranto, Camille Nielsen,
Sherry Lichty and Jane PenteleiMolnar.
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Beginning in 1992, the Nevad: 11
Reno baseball team will no long({ q
be a member of the West Coast
Conference, Commissioner Micha 8
't
Gilleran announced Tuesday.
The WCC Executive Committt~
made the decision citing travg\i.)l
costs and the desire to go to l?! J
six-team, all-California conferenq1i q
for baseball. UNR is a member ~ ,.
the Big Sky in all other sports, by,~~~
that conference does not sponsqf i•i
'.>~
baseball.
Earli~r this year, UN~ was in- ~~
volved m a bench-clearmg bra 11
?.
with the Universit of San Die
that led to the suspension of thre rt
~
coaches-two from USD-and on?
069
player from each school.
Other WCC members for basJ!.sM
ball include, Loyola Marymou~ W
·d
Pepperdine, Santa Clara, St. Mari_{
9
and San Francisco.
'Iil5'1
Tim Griffin, a graduate of Samw
Dieguito High who hit .343 fcfd
Stanford in 1990, was selected \r(i);m
the second team of the Americarorlj
Baseball Coaches Assn. Alh-unt
American team. Griffin plays seCBli1
· l.,ns
ond base.
Sean Rees, a Mission Bay gradu,·£>r!
ate, was named to the third teariff
Rees, a left-handed pitcher, W3$~
,~~
13-2 for Arizona State.
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The Senate Judiciar y Committee yesterday passed compromise
legislatio n sponsored by ~
Center for Public Interest Law to
st rengthen Californi a's system for
weeding out bad doctors. The
measure was sent to the full Senate
on an 11-0 vote after it was amended for the doctors' lobby. "The bill
is not enormous ly strong, but it's
not bad. It's a very modest first
step," said Robert Fellmeth , who
runs the USD center . He said the
measure now includes about a
third of the reforms he initially .,,,
sought.
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.

17, beginning June 1~•pec,,ally for ages 8· nformalion· 260
4593
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on ~e Senate floor an~ :A_s!~mbly ~fere going to '
Jhe
govemorL;. '•""-· ... ·. --- - ..
.. .. ·';>::' "'/0 :_, ·,·:_,~A.i,~" :t.,;F;:--f;,~~;' ·.:71:.:;t··:
•
r•· ·'
·<2>: CMA spokesman Charles McFadden said the
. F. The '. sal~for~:ua . Med•~~l ' ~sso~iation ~ has · ke~ to the compron:iise was. re~ing physician
dropped .. obJecbons ,to .!egislat1on . ~te~ded to review. through .regional committees - called
strengthen. the state s power:i to d1sc1p~ne doc- Medical Quality Review Committees - · which
.tors _suspected _~f g:i;oss neglige_!}~e .,01'. .. incompe-. critics want to abolish;
. CCOur contention was the best judges of doctors
tence, officials-say. : :. , .' ,·:~~ · ·. · ··= - · ·
·<A. co~pro~ise ~ea~~ed with state -Sen. Robe11 _- were doctors," McFadden said. "T.hat is pre''f-·.:>,.::>, _•.,..._, · >, .
Pl'~~er, . D7_~1ve~.•~e, ._ clear~d _the . Y'f!.Y. for. ~e -_ servedinthe·bilL"
phys1c1an~ ,assoc1abon .to. suppo~ .his bill . pving re:"/ CMA -officials opposed Presley's bill,'SB2375,
.t~~ Medical , Bo~d of ;• Califom1~ autho~1ty to _- after it passed· the _Senate Business .and P~ofessu:ipend docU?rs' hce~ses more 9wckly ~hi_le ere- ··-sions Committee on April 23. The bill's major
atmg a . special, medical ~".ers1ght umt in _ the . provisions have not changed significantly _since
attorney general s office. .. , , .
.
. then, ·both sides agree:
·
- , ·•. "There has been a change of heart on . thell'
At that time CMA president Dr; Charles W.
part," Presley ' sai_d. "~t's a good question .w~y Plows, _an Anaheim gynecologist, said the. state's
they are supporting 1t now - whether it 1s system for handling _medical complaints was
f~her evaluation, ref!ection or that !hey;,now sound and should be given a chance to work with .
think some of these things are appropriate.
only some modifications.
·
. ·
The Los Angeles Daily News disclosed in May
"I think Sen. Presley has given a little and
that California doctors accused of .incompetence CMA was really anxious to get this problem
arid negligence - ·no ·matter how serious - are solved and has come up with a good bill," Plows
,allowed · to remain in practice while their cases said Thursday.
·
· . ·
-:: . ..
(
Tim Shannon, the CMA's associate vice presipass through a cumbersome regulatory maze.
dent for government relations, said the ·associaThat would change un~er Presley's bill
The medical board was criticized by state offi- tion changed its position after Presley agreed to ·
cials and consumer groups for its handling of clarify some of the bill's ~guage, which he .said
complaints raised against Los Angeles area phy- would -protect the_, dtie -- process rights ' of.the
sician Dr. Milos Klvana.
state's 70,000 licensed physicians. , ' '·''-. _' .
·· ·•Klvana avoided discipline despite , complaints
"The basic framework of :the bill.-as it left
going back at least eight years until a judge committee to a large degree is still there," Sh!111sentenced him to 53_..years in prison for second- non said. "But now it· is tightened up and un·degree murder in · the deaths of eight newborn proved. The rules and timelines-have been made
· .
babies and one fetus.
·
.,
clear."
. ..
The revised bill unanimously passed th~ Sen- · The CMA now is considering whether to drop
ate Judiciary Committee on Thursday with medi- its competing bill, which was introduced by..Aa:_
·caj,.~oard support, officials said. It now must pass semblYl!l,an Willia;,):iiante, R~San _Rafael, the
LO~GELES DAILY .NEWS
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Hall of Fame increases by two
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Two n?w-"Zer;,r of the San
Diego Business Hall of Fame
were announced yesterday at the
Junior Achievement Overachievers luncheon.
They are Ernest W. Hahn, who
built the Hahn Co. into a major
U.S. shopping-center developer,
and the late Frederick H. Rohr,
founder of Rohr Industries Inc., a
San Diego aerospace company.
Rohr, a son of German immigrants, apprenticed in his father's
metal shop and later invented the
drop hammer for sheet metal
shaping. He worked for Boeing,
Solar Aircraft and at Ryan Aircraft, be was one of the
"Nighthawks" who built the Spirit
of St. Louis for Charles A. Lind-

bergh.
In 1940, he formed his own company, which supplied components
for World War II aircraft. Rohr
Industries is now a major manufacturer of engine nacelle systerns and thrust reversers for
commercial jet aircraft with $1
billion in sales and more than
11,000 employees.
Rohr was a_ found~r of the
Greater San Diego Science and
Engineering Fair and brought the
first Junior Achi~ve~e~t program to Rohr Industries m 1956.
He died in 1965.
Hahn is chairman of the Hahn
Co., developer of ~oze~ of U.S.
shopping centers, mcludmg Horton Plaza, University Towne Cen-

tre and North County Fair. He is a
former chairman of the Center
City ·Planning Task Force and
serves on governing boards of the
Eisenhower Medical Center,
Scripps Clinic and Research
Foundation, the Urban Land Institute and the University of San
Diego board.Di trustees.
The main speaker for the Junior Achievement program was
Charles R. Scott, chairman of Intermark Inc., a La Jolla-based
holding and operating company.
Addressing "the young people
here not the parents and teachers/ Scott urged them to "spend
your time with winners, not
losers."
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Staff Writer

•

Regional shopping center developer Ernest W. Hahn will add another
accolade to a long list of industry
awards this week when the California Building Industry Foundation inducts the 70-year-old semiretired San
Diego executive into the industry's
Hall of Fame.
Hahn will be honored along with
five other industry leaders.
"The Hall of Fame honors those
individuals who have contributed to
the advancement and professionalism of our industry in the past and
present," said chairman Davi1,
Young. "This year's inductees are the
'movers and shakers' of our industry.
They have and will continue to be
among the state's industry leaders."
Chairman of the company bearing
his name, Hahn entered the development business as a contractor after
World War II and carved out a niche
in the regional shopping center industry in the 1960s. He moved his
company from Los Angeles to San
Diego after selling it to the Canadian
conglomerate Trizec in 1980.
Hahn considers 5-year-old Horton
Plaza shopping center downtown as
his crowning achievement. But his
company actually makes more
money from larger projects, such as
University Towne Centre and North
County Fair. He also had a hand in
developing Parkway Plaza and Fashion Valley.
Hahn also is chairman of the San
Diego Centre City Planning Committee and is involved in several education, arts and industry boards.
The Hall of Fame dinner, which
will be held Wednesday in San Francisco during the Pacific Coast Builders Conference, will raise about
$100,000 for scholarships, Hahn said.
Half of the 150 scholarships will go
to students in four-year colleges and
universities and the other half to
those who plan to attend community

••

colleges and work in carpent,ry, .
plumbing, drafting or other_bu~ldmg
trades. Hahn expressed special mterest in the latter group._
"For people to get mto the de~elopment business, a college education
is probably a lesser prerequisite," he
said. "They should get out of high
school and get their hands dirty in
construction."
He cited the experience of Hahn
Co. president John Gilchrist, who
joined the company at age 19 as a
messenger and rose through the
ranks.
"You don't get that (experience) in
school, the way somebody ought to,"
he said. "A guy with a lot of ambition
acquires skills as he goes along."
However, Hahn said would-be developers also must acquire other
skills to succeed, particularly in
finance.
"For developers today, 50 percent
of their ability has to be based on the
ability to come up with creative financing and to have a track record
to get financing."

To encourage greater knowledge
among developers, Hahn has supported the creation and expansion of
several real estate schools and programs around the country, including
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and University of Southern
California.
This fall, he is due to become the
first lay chairman of the board at the
University of San Diego.
noted that two of his grandchildren pursued opposite roads in the
development business - one via USC
and the other in carpentry after high
school.
But he warned budding builders
that success is not as assured as in
years past.
"Today, I don't know why we're
worried about growth management
because without any controls, we're
facing a major slowdown," he said.
"Financing is extremely difficult and
you have to have a track record to
get financing. The opportunities are
far more limited. Ten years ago, you
could build a shopping center and if
you were not successful, it was because you were underwater, had a
fire or burned down. Today, you can
look for tenants for years."
In addition to Hahn, the new members of the Hall of Fame will be
Dean P. La Field, president, Building
Industry Association of Northern
California; Masud Mehran of Sunset
Development Co. in San Ramon; and
Richard B. Smith, founder, Broadmoor Homes.
Posthumous honors will go to Joseph A. Farina of Farina Homes in
Fresno, and Donald D. McCormick of
. McCormick Co. in San Francisco.
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Developer Ernest W. Hahn, shown with his wife, Jean, will
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Garamendi ·vows to End

State'sJF ra nc e Crisis
From

:i!-fL

Services

With the biggest hurdle behind
him , Democra tic state Sen. John
Garamen di has begun the second
phase of his bid to be Californ ia's
first elected insuranc e commis sioner ,
Boosted by a resoundi ng victory
in the June 5 primary and flanked by
other Democ ratic winner s,
Garamen di promise d to " solve the
state's insuranc e crisis and put it
behind us. ' '
Most political observer s consider
Garame ndi a shoo-in for the
Novemb er general election. He will
face GOP nominee Wes Banniste r, a
Hunting ton Beach insuranc e agent.
Money for campaign
Garamen di collected $1.4 million
for his primary campaig n, or 14
times the amount Banniste r collected. Half of Garame ndi's money
came from a personal loan the
wealthy rancher acquired .
The senator also has widespre ad
name recognition because of his
chairma nship of legislative committees and his · two earlier unsuccessful bids for statewid e office.
Garame ndi now is portrayi ng
himself as the people's candidat e,

r

''It looks to me like it ' s the insurance industry against the people," said the lawmak er from
Walnut Grove, a small northern
Californ ia commun ity.
But his Democr atic victory drew
skeptici sm from insuranc e consumer leaders who had supporte d
other, more liberal candidat es, and
had question ed Garame ndi's failure
to address soaring auto and health
insuran ce rates while in the
Legislat ure,
Ralph Nader critical
Consum er advocate Ralph Nader,
who had support ed third-pl ace
finisher Conway Collis , was the
most critical.
·'With Garamen di and Banniste r
as the alternati ves for insuranc e
commiss ioner, Californ ia insuranc e
consume rs can kiss their refunds
goodbye , along with any prospect of
enforcin g Proposit ion 103 , " Nader
said, referring to the 1988 voter-.
approve d initiative that called for a
20-perce nt rate rollback .
Insurance company protests and a
state Supreme Court decision have
kept the rollback from being instituted.
''I don't know whether we can
trust him to support the insuranc e
industry because he hasn ' t always
done that in the past," said a slightly
more tempered Robert Fellmeth , director of the U~n. it~c Qf Sau
Diego's Center for Public Interest

Caw.
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Liberal vote split
Garamen di, a moderat e, won with
35. 7 percent of the Democr atic
vote. The liberal vote was split
among three Southern Californ ians
televisio n commen tator Bill
Press, who had 28 percent of the
vote , state Board of Equaliza tion
member Collis, who had 16. 7 percent, and former Californ ia Common Cause director Walter Zelman,
who had 8 ,'3 percent.
Press said he believed Nader's
support of Collis drew votes away
from him. Press had led in pre~ election polls, and Collis had trailed, until Nader announc ed he scored
highest on his candidat e questionnaire - a question naire that was
criticize d as being stacked in favor
of Collis.
" It would prove truly iro~ic if
Garamen di ' s most importan t supporter has proven to be Ralph
Nader,' ' said Press' s
__,
manager , Mike Ganley.
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Carmel High School, was among
1,370 students receiving degrees
from the Uniyersity o£ ~att Diego at
commencement exercises May 19
and 27.
Olivo received his baccalaureate
of arts degree in mathematics. He
had worked as a tutor in the USD

•

The USD graduating class included 750 students receiving
undergraduate degrees, 235 receiving masters and doctorals and 385
receiving law degrees.
Olivo is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Angelo Olivo of Rancho Penasquitos .
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Gather for Annual Rietreot
Priests
RomonPriestsCatholic
CouOrange
fror.i throughout
Martin of Tours

150
nty will gad1er f, • r,, _:r annua retreat 1\!Ionersit
day, June 4 through June 8 at the ~
of San f>iego Campus. San Diego. ~ l1his year's Retreat Director for e iocesan clergy is Father A•libert ·Krupp.
Ord,ained in 1%5 as ·a Priest for the Diocese of Cleveland, OH, F•ather Krupp has
served as the Spiritual Director of the Pontifical CO'llege Josephinum for twelve years be-

fore becoming Pastor of St.
Parish in Maple Heights, OH. He holds degrees from Borromeo Seminary, Catholic University, AsMand Theological •and Weston Theological.

The event, held annuaUy in Dioceses
throughout the country, is an opportunity for
the clergy to spend an extended period of
~
time in study, reflection and prayer.
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Ma ~ social events serve severalfun-ctions
o~

CELEBRATIONS aren't always
just for fun. Increasingly they seem to be
fun for funds benefiting worthy endeavors.
This year, the third annual "Foot Stompin' Madness" celebration July 21 will go Hollywood with ~ - - - - -the theme "Hollywood's Cowboy Legends of the
Old West." The benefit by San Diego Voices for
===
Children Auxiliary will be held at Ramona Sahm's
Rancho Santa Fe estate. It will benefit the advo- EILEEN
cate program of the auxiliary, a non-profit sup- JACKSO N
SOCIETY
port group assisting abused children.
---••••
•
is
Jolla
La
of
(Mary)
Allan
M.
Robert
Mrs.
chairwoman. She and her co-chairwoman, Mrs.
James Munak (Claudia) of La Jolla, predict the
celebration will be even more glitzy thai;i ever.
The casino, which was held in,Ramona Sahm's
tented front garden last y~ r, will be on her tennis - - - - - - - ~
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courts this July. The courts will be decorated with
pictures of Hollywood's cowboys from the 1930s.
Mrs. John C. Mabee (Betty) of Alvarado Estates
is president of Voices for Children, which will host
its annual benefit Day at the Races at Del Mar
Aug. 27. It promises to be another winning day for
Voices for Children. Mrs. Mabee's husband is president of the board of the Del Mar Thoroughbred
Club. The Mabees will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary Sept. 14, 1991. They were married in Missouri and have lived here 47 years.
The Del Mar meet, which started in 1937, will
extend this year from July 24 to Sept.12. As usual,
Joseph W. Harper, executive vice president and
general manager of t~ Del Mar Thoroughbred
Club, and Mrs. Harper Barbara) of Del Mar will
Please see JACKSON: -2, Col. 1 ~
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host their sizable "just for fun" party ·
on the meet's opening day at their
ocean-front home. ·
The Harpers recently returned
from a trip to Paris and London.
They were accompanied by their
four daughters: Jayne and E.O.
Harper, both of Los Angeles; and
Lynne and Hillary Harper of Del
Mar. Miss E.O. Harper is studying at
Otis Art Institute of the Parsons
School of Design in Los Angeles.
HE SAN DIEGO Junior
T
League's traditional benefit Day
at the Del Mar Races is in August.
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Mrs. Cary W. Miller (Kimberly Hill)
of Point Loma was installed as president May 1. Retired president-is Mrs.
Darryl 0. Solberg (Rita) of Point
Loma.
· Dr. and Mrs. Douglas McElfresh
(Betty) of Mission Hills find their social life and travel schedules intertwined with local benefits. Mrs.
McElfresh will be co-chairwoman of
the fund-raiser Blue Grass Jamboree, a family outing to be given Aug.
4 by The Salvation Army Women's
Auxiliary at its Door of Hope campus
in Kearny Mesa. The Door of Hope
houses .the Central Kitchen Services
(CKS), which will benefit from the
event. CKS provides meals for
branches of The Salvation Army, including a segment of the Meals on
Wheels program, the Emergency
Lodge downtown, the Maternity Center, The Haven, Day Care and many
more.
Blue Grass Jamboree will feature
music from 2 to 5 p.m. by W.W. and
The Laguna Mountain Boys Blue
Grass Band. outdoor fare and clowns,
balloons and games for children.
Mrs. Carl Luhman (Gladys) of Point
Loma is chairwoman.
Mrs. McElfresh also was co-chairwoman of the annual meeting and
luncheon for The Salvation Army
Women's Auxiliary June 7 at Horton
Grand Hotel. The auxiliary was
founded in 1890 as the Door of Hope
Society.
Dr. and Mrs. McElfresh found time
to celebrate the first birthdays of
two grandsons: Duncan McElfresh,

Mrs. Robert M. Allan (Mary),
chairwoman of the "Foot
Stompin' Madness" benefit

son of Dr. and Mrs. Stephen McElfresh (Jeanne) of San Jose, whose
birthday was April 20; and Christopher McElfresh, son of Mr. and Mrs.
David McElfresh (Tina) of Salem,
Ore., whose birthday was Sept. 28,
1989.
When Dr. Douglas McElfresh attends optometric meetings in Nashville, Tenn., in December, he and
Mrs. McElfresh will celebrate on
Dec. 5 their 37th anniversary and Dr.
McElfresh's 70th birthday.
R. AND MRS. Patrick J. HagM
. gerty (Dottie Mae) of La Jolla
sometimes are rewarded with more

than party fun for their support of
benefits. Last year Mrs. Haggerty
won a trip to Spain at a benefit gala
given for the San Diego Symphony.
Mrs. Haggerty asked her neighbor
Mrs. Eliot Pierce (Rosemary) to join
her on the trip, which they enjoyed in
May.
The Haggertys plan to attend on
July 28 THE COMMITTEE alfresco
dinner dance at Foxhill, La Jolla,
home and garden of Mrs. James S.
Copley (Helen). It will benefit the
Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation.
The Haggertys will host a Soiree
Dansante in their garden the next
night "setting the social pace" says

Mrs. Haggerty , for the Jewel Ball at
La Jolla Beach and Tennis Club Aug.
4 and the Monte Carlo Ball at La
Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art
Aug. 11.
Mrs. Craig R. McClellan (Susan),
chairwoman of the Jewel Ball, and
her husband support The Make-AWish Foundation of San Diego, a nonprofit organization dedicated to fulfilling the wishes of children with
life-threatening illnesses. The Foundation will host the third annual
"Magical Moments" July 21. It will
be a dinner dance with silent and live
auctions at the San Diego Marriott.
Theresa R. Castagneto of Rancho
Bernardo, a local attorney, will be
chairwoman of "Magical Moments."
She has lived here since 1964 and
serves as senior vice president of the
Junior Chamber of Commerce. She
also assists with plans for the 10th
annual "Celebr ation for The
Critters" at Town and Country Hotel
Sept. 21. The event will benefit the
Center for Reproduction of Endangered Species at the San Diego Zoo.
Terry Brown is honorary chairman.
ANY SAN DIEGANS who supM
port worthy community events
find time in romantic spring to cele-

brate anniversaries. Mrs. Aloysius E.
Sally (Mim) of Del Cerro, who assumes this month the presidency of
the Mercy Hospital Auxiliary, and
Mr. Sally celebrated their 45th wedding anniversary April 3. Mr. and
Mrs. Sally, who were high school
sweethearts, will attend in October
the 50th reunion of their high school
class in Youngstown, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Driese (Romilya McGrew), who were married
June 18 in St. Francis Chapel, Balboa
Park, will celebrate their 24th wedding anniversary Monday. Mrs.
Driese's father, Alan McGrew of
Escondido, author of the book "Hidden Valley (Escondido)," commissioned by the city and library of
Escondido, is writing a book on the
prisons of the Civil War.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Hope (Marion Bullock) of Point Loma will observe their wedding ¥i!versa ry
Please see JACKSON: E-JP-'· 1
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Sunday. They were married in St.
Vincent Church, Mission Hills. Mr.
Hope, a retired architect, celebrated
his birthday June 1.
June is popular for trip-taking. Retired Rear Adm. and Mrs. Dean
mack (Emily Fenton). of San Diego
left June 7 for London and a cruise
that included the Baltic Sea. They
will return in late July.
Four retired Navy couples will
join social forces to host a cocktail
party and dinner dance in August at
the San Diego Hilton. The hosts will
be retired Marine Vice Adm. William
Cox and Mrs. Cox (Anne) of Del
Cerro, retired Marine Rear Adm.
Herbert G. Stoecklein and Mrs.
Stoecklein (Jane) of Del Cerro, retired Marine Rear Adm. Horace D.
Warden and Mrs. Warden (Joy) of
College Gardens and retired Marine
Rear Adm. and Mrs. Paul Rucci and

Retired Rear Adm. and Mrs.
Mason Freeman (Marion) -of Point
Loma enjoyed a visit this spring
from their son, Dr. Mason W. Freeman, now head of the preventive
medical unit at Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, his wife, Sherry, and their young son, Jamie.
Yolanda Walther-Meade of Chapultepec, Tijuana, is international in
her social activities. In May she attended the meeting of the international board of the Ladies of Charity
in Assisi, Italy. She founded the Ladies of Charity in San Diego to support St. Vincent de Paul Joan Kroc
Center. On April 26 she was chairwoman of the annual "Spirit of San
Diego" gala at Hyatt Regency, La
Jolla, hosted by All Hallows
Women's Guild for its education programs. In early April she and her
family honored Bishop Leo T. Maher

Brom of San Diego and Bishop Emilio Berlie of Tijuana at a dinner for
75 guests in her garden house.
Mrs. Walther-Meade is chairwoman of the Presentation Ball to be
given in December at Hyatt Regency, La Jolla, when several young
women who have given volunteer
work to important projects will be
presented. She also assisted with
plans for the San Diego Opera's annual meeting yesterday at the San
Diego Hilton Beach and Tennis Club.
Mrs. Walther-Meade is a new trustee of the University of San Diego,
where her daughter Caroline is an
honor student. Her daughter Yolanda
graduated in May from Cety's in Tijuana and is court interpreter at
UCSD. Mrs. Walther-Meade's children George, Elsa and Charles study
at Francis W. Parker School in San
Diego. George will study next year at
Salzburg International Preparatory
School.
·on May 1 Mrs. Lou Brito (Mary) of
Point Loma was hostess at a membership coffee for the Country
Friends of San Diego.
Country Friends members also are
planning to attend the group's annual
benefit Day at the Del Mar Races on
July 31. Members will seek not only
luck and luster at the track but funds
for its beneficiaries.
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Graduates USD
David ~J~. of choir. He plans to work
Holtville, graduate of for a year and return to

Holtville High, was among school for a degree in eduthe 1,370 students receiv- cation.
The USD graduating
niing degrees fro~
iego at class included 750 students
ver~
commencement exercises receiving undergraduate
degrees, 235 receiving
held May 19 and 27.
Lehnhardt received his masters and doctorals, and
baccalaureate of arts 385 receiving law degrees.
David is the son of
degree in music.
While at USD David Superior Court Judge Wilwas active in campus liam Lehnhardt and Sara
D_e_en_L_eh_n_h_ardt. /
ministry and t_he_ c_h_u_rc_h__
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Ranc~ 1£ ] Fe resident Dawn Formo
received a bachelor's degree in English and
communications at the University of San Diego
in May.
-r-'
Formo was among 1,370 graduating students
who received degrees during U~
ommencement exercises May 19 and 27':
While attending USD, Formo was student
coordinator for the writing center, a peer tutor,
and a volunteer at the San Diego Blood Bank.
She received the 1990 Scripps Foundation
Scholarship, the USD Academic Scholarship,
and she was a member of the Kappa Gamma Pi
honor society.
Formo plans to attend the University of
Toronto in the fall to pursue a doctorate in English literature. She is the daughter of Ann Hein
ncho Santa Fe.
/
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DALLAS - Don R. Dixon, the former owner of Vernon Savings & Loan
who was accused of illegally using
bank funds to raise money for former House Speaker Jim Wright, was
indicted yesterday on bank fraud
charges in the collapse of his thrift
three years ago.
A 38-count indictment was handed
down by a federal grand jury accusing Dixon of conspiracy, misapplication of funds, making false . statements and false entries, and interstate travel in aid of racketeering.

Del Mar that Dixon used as his personal residence and paid more than
$500,000 for Dixon's personal expenses at the house.
The thrift also owned or leased
five aircraft, including a Falcon 50
jet, which the suit said Dixon used as
a "private air force" for personal
trips.
While head of the failed thrift,
Dixon frequently entertained San
Diego politicians and other prominent residents, including Rep. Bill
Lowery, R-San Diego, Larry Tag-

former President Gerald Ford and · sentenced to prison for their part in
the thrift's collapse; which cost the
Betty Ford.
Dixon obtained a seat on the board government $1.3 billion, authorities
of the U n i v e r ~ after said.
Government attorneys have pointpresenting the university with a $3
million gift of stock in Vernon's hold- ed to the thrift's collapse as a prime
ing company in 1984. Dixon used his example of abuse in the savings and
new friendship with Roman Catholic loan industry.
Yesterday's indictment is the most
Bishop of San Diego Leo T. Maher to
obtain an introduction to Pope John significant case developed by savings
and loans investigators in the Dallas
P;ml II. ·
Five other former officials of the area, said U.S. Attorney General
defunct thrift have pleaded guilty to Dick Thornburgh. ;
various crimes. Former President See Dixon on Page :2
~
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U.S. Attorney Marvin eollins said
the 3½ years it took to indict Dixon
is typical for savings and loans cases.
Dixon is scheduled to surrender himself to federal authorities todar.
The indictment alleges that Dixon
conspired with other Vernon officials
to use savings and loan funds to
make illegal political contributions
to 13 candidates, including Wright,

the former House Speaker and Texas
Democrat, and then-Rep. Jack
Kemp, R-N.Y.

The indictment said Dixon encouraged employees to make political
contributions and then reimbursed
them with expense money or phony
bonuses. Prosecutors have said the
candidates did not know the contributions were illegal.
Wright was not named as a defendant in the indictment. An administra-

tive assistant in Fort Worth said
Wright was unavailable for comment.
Dixon also misapplied funds for
pleasure trips for Vernon officials,
the indictment said.
If convicted of all the charges,
Dixon faces 190 years in prison and a
fine of up to $9.5 million dollars. His
attorney, William Ravkind, did not
immediately return a phone call to
The Associated Press yesterday.
/
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Norma Lydia Morales, a
graduate of Castle Park High
School, received a bachelor of
arts degree in internati onal relations and Spanish from University Qf.San...Diego. Shetaught
Span'ish to internati onal chief
executive officers in Cuernavaca, Mexico and is presentl y
an apprenti ce teacher for students at~-~ he was assis· tor of the Guatant tot
fordalajara,summef session
,
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three years and plans to co«;nue
in that capacity. She will continue her studies in the fall at
USD to pursue a masters in
international business. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jesus
Morales of Chula Vista.

***

Manuel ''Ed" Cosio, who lives
in Chula Vista with his wife
Cathy, earned a master of arts
degree in couns eling from the
School of Education atl.Iniversity
of San Diego. A graduate of
Castle Park---High School, he returned to J.!.Sll._to complete his
graduate degree after being employed at the university for 11
years. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Isreal Cosio.

***
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Abortiop question tests Catholics
and their church
By Rita Gillmon A/'{,/ ~)
Staff Writer

,/

"
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As Roman Catholic bishops contin11e to disagree publicly on how best
t:> deal with the abortion question,
ttie division among U.S. lay Catholics
selmingly is widening.
While some theologians see the di- .
vision as a serious threat to the authority of the bishops, others see the
deba~e as a link in the chain of
church history upon which beliefs
and teachings are formed.
The focus of the debate centers on
U.S. bishops, who are charged to lead
their, congregations to follow the
teachings of the church.
While some bishops have stated
ttiat swift and stern action should be
roeted out to those who defy the official church position - that abortion
always is wrong - others have said I
the church should take a gentler,
more persuasive attitude.
Meanwhile, lay Catholics, divided
on abortion and other issues, have
become more vocal, with some
groups taking out full-page advertisements in national newspapers
advocating either strict adherence to
Catholic tradition or asking bishops
to interpret church teaching more
liberally.
The most recent salvo was fired
this week by Cardinal John O'Connor
of New York, who warned Roman

"If adopted, these proposals would constitute a
sweeping rejection of nearly two thousa nd years
of consistent Roman Catholic Tradition,
teaching and practice .."
Rev. Nicholas Gruner

The church "tells you what is out of bounds. It
would be nice if everyone in the Catholic
church agreed, but I can't recall a time when
that was true."
File photo

Theologian Ronald Pachence

Bishop Leo T. Maher

Catholic politicians they risk excommunication if they continue to support abortion rights.
He issued his warning in a 10-page
statement that was published in the
archdiocesan newspaper on Thursday. In his statement, O'Connor
spoke as archbishop of New York
and not as chairman of the bishop's
committee for opponents of abortion.
O'Connor said if Catholic politicians continue to "show contempt for
church teachings," by advocating

legislation that supports abortion or
makes public funds available for
abortion, "bishops may consider excommunication the only option."
Last November, Bishop Leo T.
Maher of San Diego wrote a letter to
then-Assemblywoman Lucy Killea
telling her not to take Communion
because of her support for legal
abortion.
Like Maher's action, O'Connor's
statement drew an immediate response from Catholics who support a

woman's right to an abortion.
"We find this extremely disturbing," said Frances Kissling, president
of Catholics for a Free Choice. "This
type of action is bound to backfire."
Catholic lay and clergy groups
also have begun advertising their~
stands on abortion.
Recently, one group, Call to Action, paid for an advertisement in
The New York Times, calling for dialogue about church teaching on sex-/ I
uality, including abortion. The groupU

•

•

File photo

Cardinal John O'Connor

stated the church should ordain
women and married men and called
on the church to work harder for
unity among all Christians.
Call to Action, headquartered in
Chicago, is attempting to collect
100,000 signatures by December to
mark the 25th anniversary of Vatican II.
Tomorrow, another advertisement
will appear in The New York Times.
this one placed by The International
Fatima Rosary Crusade. The ad will

•

be a "defense of the traditional Catholic Faith," according to crusade director the Rev. Nicholas Gruner.
He said it will "proclaim our unfailing allegiance to the Catholic
faith as it has been handed down to
us from the apostles."
"Those who call themselves reformers and renewalists," Gruner
said in a letter, "want church approval of abortion, ordination of
homosexuals and women, divorce
and contraception and opening the
sacraments to non-Catholics and
even to non-Christians."
"If adopted, these proposals would
constitute a sweeping rejection of
nearly two thousand years of consistent Roman Catholic Tradition, teaching and practice."
Gruner said his organization plans
to run the advertisement in newspapers nationwide during the summer
and later will publish it in newspapers in Rome. He is seeking financial
support to do so.
' Rev. Ronald Pachence, a theologia_n at the Univ_e~ of San Di~o,
signed the Call to Action advertisement, and he described the Fatima
ad as a knee-jerk reaction. "It is an
example of the kind of thing we were
hoping to cease," he said. "We asked
for dialogue not a shouting match."
Gruner has said , s work has the •
See Debate on Pa~e B-9
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Weakland said he was disturbed
support of Pope John Paul n. How-

disputes about whether gentiles had
to be circumcised and keep Jewish
many inquiries.
law to 1,ec0me part of the new
strtvthat
doubt
no
be
"Let there
ever, some San Diego church offi- about the effect_ of fundamental1Sm
y in- church.
for legal abortion is radicall
on some women m the pro-hfe move- ing
In the letter to the Galatians, the
ctals, who might otherwise agree
the Catholic faith,"
with
nt
consiste
menl
goals,
ative
with Gruner's conserv
Paul tells how he criticized
apostle
be
to
was
He called for a reasoned debate on he said in the letter that
dispute that.
read in all churches in the Southern Peter "to his face" because of his
Gruner's crusade is not connected the issue to help change the percep- Illinois diocese.
reaction to those involved in the deto the Blue Anny of our Lady of lion of many that the anti-abortion
The debate on abortion and other bate on circumcision.
Fatima, a worldwide devotion to Our Slan_ce of the church IS a ?"rrow, sm"There were enormous debates
in the United States
one. He also said econ01ruc church matters
over the meaning of scripture and
Lady of Fatima, which has a chapter gle 1SSueshould
Rome.
reached
has
ma)Or
a
as
blamed
be
factors
in San Diego.
During a four-day meeting in church teaching," Pachence said. "SL
"It seems to me he is doing his own cause of abortion, rather than the
Rome last year, U.S. bishops told Thomas Aquinas (a 13th century phi·
thing, •~d we are slaying away from women who get abortions out of Pope John Paul ll that American losopher and religious official) was
.
.
.
him," said Richard Boothby, former ,!esperabon.
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the church's teaching which forbids pastoral statement adv1smg Roman
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In a series of memoranda to Seyfar-th
Shaw's clients and to the law firm, Elizabeth D. Whitley, the Farm Bureau's assistant national director, listed various
actions by Erlenborn she believes represented a conflict.
An April 6 memo to two apple-grower
clients included the following list of Erlenborn actions:
• Supported the board motion to prevent LSC national staff from undertaking
any policy-related activities without express board approval, which Whitley surmised was to prevent staff from aiding
the reform effort.
• Led the effort to oust LSC President
Terrance J. Wear and his aide, James
Wootton, "who have been extremely
helpful to the reform effort."
• Tried to limit discussion at board
meetings by supporters of reform.
• Authored the strategy to secure
LSC's reauthorization, which Whitley
described as a "very dangerous delaying
tactic" for the cause of reform.

Charley Roberts

Dailyfourna/Staf/Reporter

E.<1. 1888

WASHINGTON - The vice chairman
of the federal Legal Services· Corp. was
forced to resign last week by pressure on
his Washington law firm and its agricultural clients from a farmers group.
The group acccused John N. Erlenborn of a conflict of interest in advocating
views on the LSC board adverse to his
firm's clients.
The incident has raised potentially farreaching ethics questions for the five
other private attorneys on the board,
triggered threats of retaliation , and
clouded the confirmation chances of the
remaining 10 LSC board members.
Erl en born, a partner at Seyfarth,
Shaw, Fairweather & Geraldson and a
former 10-term congressman from Illinois, sent his resignation to President
Bush on Tuesday, citing unforeseen potential conflicts.
The resignation, effective immediately and covering both his recess appointment to the poverty-law-agency board
last November and his impending nomination to a full term, followed months of
intense lobbying by the American Farm
Bureau Federation.
The Farm Bureau has spearheaded efforts by the Legal Services Reform Coalition - made up of farm, business and
conservative groups - to rein in _LSCfunded lawyers' "harassme nt of growers" by having Congress enact
restrictions on litigation on behalf of migrant farmworkers.

Could Conflict

I

A similar list was sent to Seyfarth
Shaw on April 27 as examples of "the
type of activities which would conflict
with grower interests in securing the
LSC reform initiative embodied in
McCollum-Stenholm amendments."
On May 17, in a letter to the firm's
managing partner, Whitley focused on
Erlenborn's urging of his fellow board
members to reject Wootton as acting
president when Wear departs June 30 in
favor of LSC Counsel Timothy Shea.

c::... ~

•

~
Citing the deep involvement of the
firm's clients in securing passage of the
reform package, she added, "Jim Wootton is important to that effort."
r In an interview Friday, Erlenborn said
the only appearance of a conflict was the
1
one "manufactured" by the Farm Bureau.
/ All three legal-ethics experts contacted agreed that Erlenborn had no conflict.
Stephen Gillers, a law professor at New
York University, said Rule 6.3 of the American Bar Association's Model Rules expressly permits private attorneys to serve on
organization boards, such as LSC's.
The only limitations are that an attorney shall not participate in a decision of
the organization if: (a) it would be incompatible to the interests of clients under
the general conflict rules, or (b) it could
have a material adverse impact on the
representation of a client that organization represents.
"In my view," said Gillers, "voting
against the reforms is obviously not in
the interests of Erlenborn's firm's clients, but that is not enough to prevent
him from voting against the reforms, and
certainly not enough to have to leave the
board."
However, Gillers said that the second
part of the rule might prevent someone
in Erlenborn's situation from voting for
the reforms because that could have a
material and beneficial effect on the interests of the clients.

I

•

Loophole Analogy

•

Donald T. Weckstein of the University
of San Diego School of Law analogizea
the situation to a tax lawyer wlfo uses a
legal loophole to aide clients but urges
Congress to close the loophole.
"Nothing prevents a lawyer, as a citizen, from opposing the economic interest of clients," he said.
"It appears here that what is called a
conflict is really just one side paying for
one set of results and not liking the result," said law professor Tom Morgan of
George Washington University. "This is
not the first time a client has tried to own
its lawyer."
A canvass of the other five private attorneys on the LSC board turned up only
one, Howard H. Dana Jr., .whose firm,
Verrill & Dana in Portland, Maine, represents clients sued by LSC-funded poverty lawyers.

"But I don't think I have a problem,"
he said. "No client has ever objected."
LSC Board Chairman George Wittgraf, a
partner in the Cherokee, Iowa, firm of Sayre
& Wittgraf, said he found the Farm Bureau1s
effort "inappropriate in that it was not a client of the firm. And it was even more pre- '
sumptious of a nonclient to raise the staff
[Wootton promotion] issue."
Sen. Warren Rudman, R-N.H., who
prevailed on Bush to appoint Erlenborn,
branded the Farm Bureau's actions "an
outrageous attempt at blackmail."
"I don't think they ought to get away
with it, and they won't," added Rudman,
who has played a pivotal role in fending
off attempts to abolish LSC.
John J. Curtin Jr., the president-elect
of the American Bar Association, said he
was distressed by the sequence of
events that led to the resignation.
"His resignation was not ethically required by any possible conflict of interest," he said. "Such tactics by special
interest groups are reprehensible and
threaten the independence of all public
officials with oversight responsibility for
the program, including those who seek '/
/I .
to donate time for the public good."
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ity·on of San Diego ,(a"med
Media
omm~un
ganization of the Year by
the Disting ·
nty Bar Association. The
the San · •
award recognizes the mediation center for its
contributions to resolving disputes before they
go to court. Established in 1983 by the University~ San Diego Law Center, it prov;~_
lion and other dispute resolution services
throughout the county. Some 200 volunteer
mediators complete more than 60 mediations
each month at sites throughout the county.
A
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!"'Import Strategies
Course Scheduled
A four-even~ f ~n import
strategies will be held at the Manchester Executive ConferencfJ
Center at the Uni~ sity of San
Dieg on July 10, 17, 24 and 31.
The course will focus on the practical aspects of importing while inc re as 1 n g the participants'
awai eness of the current issues affecting import strategies.

•

Topics · are to include introduction to import strategies; advan-_
tages and disadvantages to importing; U.S. Customs, federal regulations and requirements; shipping,
, documentation and payment; and
challenges faced by the importer. /
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Gov. George D UKmeJtan on Monda'
.appointed Judith F. Hayes of Poway ar
:Joan P. Weber of Del Mar to the San
:Diego Municipal Court.
, Hayes, 41 , has been a deputy attornc
fgeneral for the State Department of
•Justice since 1985. Before that, shew,
:an assistant U.S. attorney in San Dieg<
:t"or five years and a San Diego deputy
:district attorney for two years.
I Hayes received her law degree from
n:he U · ersit of San Diego in 1977.
f Weber, 35, as een
· tant U.!
~ttorney in San Diego since 1983.
:Sefore that, she was an associate with
1he Phoenix law firm of Meyer,
;r-Iendricks & Victor for two years.
: Weber received her law degree fron
i he University of Arizona in 1980. /
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Of the major law-enforcement
agencies in San Diego County, only
the Border Patrol refuses to make
p~blic the pursuit policies in its operating manual. The county sheriffs
The U.S. Border Patrol is the only policy dictates a ground rule shared
law-enforcement agency in the na- by San Diego police and the Califortion.that chases vehicles not only in nia Highway Patrol: "An officer is
/4
spite of but precisely because of the expected to terminate his involveBy Chet Barfield '\Jt ~ J
fact that they are loaded with pas- ment in pursuit whenever the risks to
tJ. :
Tribune Staff Writer
In tile Jan. 18 crash, for ex- his own safety and the safety of othsengers.
minHE CHASE lasted four
utes, maybe five. But to Rosa ample, agents went after the pickup ers outweighs the danger to the comGarcia Bojorquez, hunched on because they saw people climbing in munity if the subject is not apprethe floorboard over her child, it and .suspected, correctly, that they bended."
Border Patrol officials denied San
.
seemed like the last and longest hour were undocumented.
Tribune requests to see a writDiego
that
say
officials
Patrol
Border
of her life.
She could see the red Border Pa- agents have no choice but to chase ten policy, but Swofford summarized
trol lights flashing on the dashboard. drivers who flee, and that accidents it: "We, chase ... until it becomes too
The siren gave her goose flesh. She would not occur if suspects would dangerous. That's determined by the
begged God to save her 2-year-old just pull over. But critics argue that agent who's doing the chasing."
Although hesitant to criticize Bordaughter, herself and the six people the lives of passengers or innocent
in back, huddled under a damp tarp bystanders are too often risked in der Patrol practices, officials of
as the pickup swerved on the rain- what has become a potentially lethal other law-enforcement agencies say
their units in most cases would be
test of will.
slick road.
The pursuit would end with tragic Last year, one person was killed expected to call off a high-speed
consequences. It illustrates the po- and four were injured - one critical- chase if it involved i:iumerous passentential for death or injuries frequent- ly - in three San Diego sector Bor- gers.
"Anytime it's going to endanger
ly associated with many Border Pa- der Patrol chases. In 1988, two died
. . . we're just going to teranybody
car
a
when
injured
were
two
and
trol chases.
At the wheel of the truck was a smashed into a stalled vehicle after minate it," said CHP spokesman
terrified young man Garcia had an eight-mile, 100 mph chase from John Marinez. "It's not worth it."
San Clemente City Councilman
never seen until moments before, the freeway checkpoint south of San
when she and the others piled into Clemente. In 1987, an infant died and Brian Rice said Border Patrol chases
the vehicle on Interstate 5 in San Ysi- 19 people were hurt when a van from the 1-5 checkpoint often lead to
dro. All were strangers. They had crammed with 28 undocumented im- collisions or near-misses on his city's
crossed the border together on foot, migrants crashed in a Border Patrol streets.
1
"We had a case here about six
.
as a. light chase.
boµnd for Los Angeles,
mist tell in the early hours of Jan. 18. The list goes on: 1986, 28 injured; months ago ... where a group of kids
Garcia doesn't remember the im- 1985, six killed, 17 injured; 1984, 30 were walking to their bus, and the
· pact. The truck jumped a curb, injured; 1983, 17 injured - but it cars came within 50 yards of them"
struck an iron fence and careened could have been worse. Miraculously, he said. "My primary concern is the
down a 50-foot, ivy-covered bank no one was hurt when two vans col- residents in town, but I'm just as concoming to rest atop two cars in a~ lided Dec. 17, 1983, and one overturn- cerned for the people who are being
apartment carport on Oro Vista ed during a high-speed chase. The chased. It's human life, no matter
what nationality it is."
~oad. Her daughter was crying, vans carried a total of 41 people.
Swofford argues that when a crash
Mama, Mama, you're bleeding!" And these represent only the frac"the driver of the (pursued)
occurs,
in
result
that
pursuits
of
tion
and
hands
her
on
cuts
Garcia had
face. But she wasn't badly hurt; her newsworthy crashes. Local Border vehicle is the one who caused it. He's
Patrol officials say not a day goes by the one who's responsible, not us."
daughter wasn't injured either.
That opinion is shared by U.S. DisThe riders in back, thrown from without agents chasing drivers who
trict Court Judge William Enright,
the bed, were not as lucky. One had a in~!ially r~fuse to pull over.
Sometimes we only have to chase . known as one of the San Diego
broken leg. Two had severe head
wounds. Another, 17-year-old Maria them half a mile," he said. "The long- bench's harshest on alien-smugglers
est one that I can recall, we chased_ who refuse to yield to border agents.
Juventina Resendiz, was dead.
The crash was among the latest in them all the way from Fallbrook" to Enright often hands down sentences
of three, four or five years in cases
what has become a familiar assign- the Mexican border.
where probation reports recommend
Mesa
Otay
on
situation
a
have
"We
Borment for traffic investigators:
leniency.
a
through
across
drive
cars
where
injuries.
multiple
pursuit,
Patrol
der
Through tough sentencing the
Twelve days later, a similar chase hole in the fence," said Border Patrol
near the international boundary spokesman Ted Swofford. "Last judge said, he hopes to send a' mesended in a head-on collision that in- month we had 385. Not one of them ~age to other smugglers that "if they
Just ~ull over and stop,, it is a much
stopped.
jured 11.

Border chases
pose lethal test
•
0 f ageflt S, a lleflS
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agents backed off whenever vehicles
better situation for them."
But Nancy Kendall, a Federal De- were carrying passengers, that
fenders attorney, said that in many if would provoke even more attempts
not most cases, the driver is not the to evade capture.
"If the word gets out that all you
alien-smuggler but rather someone
chosen from the group being trans- have to do is run and we'll let you go,
then they're all going to run," he said.
ported.
That view is supported by Ken BoThe smuggler, who can claim to be
a passenger if caught, intimidates vasso, an Omaha police sergeant and
the driver with orders not to pull professor of criminal justice at the
over. Fear combined with inexperi- University of Nebraska.
"There's one argument that says
enced driving often results in a
you should only chase . . . serious
crash, Kendall said.
'
"The only way these high-speed felonies," he said. "But that tends to
chases and the dangers inherent with send a message to those individuals
them are going to be inhibited at all who are less likely to obey any laws
is if the Border Patrol changes its that the way to get out of this is to
outrun the cops."
policy," she said.
Critics insist that there must be
But Swofford said that if border

•

other alternatives besides chasing
migrant-laden vehicles until they
pull over or crash, or letting them go
completely. They suggest tactics
such as air support, roadblocks or radioing ahead for other units.
That may work in the movies, but
not in real life, say Swofford and
other law-enforcement authorities.
Helicopters or planes are rarely
available on a moment's notice.
Roadblocks, ramming or "boxing in"
are generally regarded as too dangerous to be seriously considered.
As for greater use of radios, that
"assumes there are marked police
cars on every corner," Bovasso said.
"It's easier said than done."
Jorge Vargas, director of the Mex-

•

ico-U.S. Law Institute at the University.. .__ of San D~ sugges~
gence=gmtrermg in cooperation with
Mexican authorities to identify and
apprehend smugglers before chases
begin.
And Federal Defenders attJ?rney
Martha Hall says the Border Patrol
could focus on well-known sites in .
San Ysidro where smugglers load
passengers. "They could get them
there," she said, "rather than· wait
until lat~r on." .
Swofford said such strategies
"aren't always options."
"There are some (load sites), and
we work those places. But there are
others that we can't," he said. "We're
open to suggestion. We've tried dif-

ferent things. We use our aircraft
when we can. We use unmarked vehicles when we can.
"We went so far on one drivethrough ... a couple months ago ...
that we followed with an aircraft and
an unmarked car" from San Ysidro
to Escondido, he said. "When he
,stopped for gas, we got him."
·B:ut San Clemente City Councilman Tom Lorch, an engineer, said he
doesn't believe the Border Patrol is
trying hard enough to explore creative options, such as high-tech cameras or interagency computer systems, to reduce the number of highspeed chases.
"The status quo," he said, "is not
acceptable."
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St\.CRAMENTO - Southern California Edison Co. yesterday suffered
a setback in its legislative battle to
exempt itself from a proposed state
anti-trust law it fears could disrupt
the utility's pending merger with San
Diego Gas &Electric.
However, Assemblyman Lloyd
Connelly, D-Sacramento, said he expects the firm will try again to
amend his AB 671 and may very well
have the votes to reverse yesterday's
decision of the Senate Judiciary
Committee.
The main thrust of the Connelly
bill is to reverse the effect of a 1988
California Supreme Court decision
that considerably weakened the
state's antitrust law, known as the
Cartwright Act.
In a case known as State of Cr.Jifornia vs. Texaco Inc., the court h ,i
that the state's prohibition on a1 1. competitive practices does not ap n- y
directly to mergers or corpo1 e
takeovers.
Connelly - with the backing I r
Atty. Gen. John Van de Kamp, di~__trict attorneys, and the U!Jiversity of
San Diego's Center for Eaw-1b the
Public"1ntet-esr-=- has been seeking
since last year to enact a statute that
would again bar anti-competitive
mergers.
The measure narrowly passed the
Assembly, but stalled last July in the
Senate Judiciary Committee in the
face of fierce opposition from big

S~~~~~:~~g.,

AB 671 unintentionally became entangled in the battle over the proposed $2.5 billion merger between
Edison and SDG&E, which is currently being reviewed by state and
federal utility regulators. Edison
warned its stockholders that passage
of the bill could disrupt its merger
plans by exposing them to legal challenge on anti-trust grounds.
At one point last year, Edison lobbyists persuaded an Assembly committee to amend AB 671 - over Connelly's objections - to give the utility a specific exemption from the new
antitrust law.
The Senate Judiciary Committee
decided last year to wipe out the Ianguage sought by Edison. As it turned
out, though, Connelly could not
gather the votes to advance the bill.
Earlier this month, the assemblyman revived AB 671 and agreed to
amendments eliminating some provisions considered most objectionable to business groups.
In its watered-down versior,, the
measure makes it unlawful "to
monopolize or attempt to monopolize
or to combine or conspire ... to
monopolize any part of trade or commerce in this state or any section of
this state."
The U.S. Department of Justice recently concluded after a legal review
that the Edison-SDG&E merger is
not anti-competitive and thus would
not violate federal anti-trust law.
However, Connelly said his bill

00
legal challenge under his proposed
state anti-trust law.
While he agreed to we~kening
amendments, Connelly refused to inelude an exemption for Edison in his
new version of AB 671. That set off a
scramble by Edison lobbyists to persuade the Senate committee to write
them out of the bill.
Sen. Ed Davis, R-Northridge, offered such an amendment in Edison's
behalf, arguing that it was inherently
unfair to subject government-regulated gas an electric utilities to antitrust prosecutions. The bill "would
punish all utilities (simply) for being
monopolies," he said.
Kathryn Rees, the city of San
Diego's lobbyist, urged the panel to
reject the change. The city and
Mayor Maureen O'Connor are adamantly opposed to the merger.
Davis' motion later failed on a 4 to
4 tie vote, with three committee
members absent.
But at the end of the lengthy hearing, AB 671 remained stuck in the
Senate Judiciary Committee and is
expected to be considered again next
week. Connelly agreed to the delay in
order to draft further changes in the
bill.
He predicted that Edison, a major
political campaign donor, will try
again to win its exemption. "I have a
suspicion it will be renewed next
time we get together," he said. "My
judgment is that we don't have the ....-!
votes to resist it." _ _ _ . / ;
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McGuire
For more information about the dinner call Lawyers Club at 544-9533.
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After (graduating from the Uni.!_ersity of San
Die~Law School in 1976, McGuire worked in the
City ttorney's office (criminal division and consumer protection) before joining the District Attorney's office three years later.
As an assistant D.A. she's done "everything" from juvenile and family support to the major violators unit and general duties in the Vista office.
For the past 1 ½ years McGuire has worked in the
10-attorney fraud unit supervised by Tony Samson
- "a longstanding member of Lawyers Club."
She's scheduled to try a death penalty case this fall.
McGuire grew up in Chicago, attended Marquette
University and eventually graduated from Cal State
Fullerton. Her dad is a doctor in general practice and
one of her brothers is a psychiatrist.
"I always considered myself a feminist," said
McGuire.
She joined Lawyers Club after law school and has
chaired the Legislation Committee as well as been a
California Women Lawyers governor from this
district.
McGuire believes that the 1990s is a time for merging the ideal of feminism and the reality, and that
"Lawyers Club can help to close that gap."
Some of the issues on the agenda this coming year:
A survey of law firms (probably this fall) to see how
women are doing; gender bias (the organization's
report should soon be submitted to the Judicial Council subcommittee reviewing the report of Gender Bias
in the Courts); and reproductive choice.
McGuire tries to run at least three miles a day, often with her friend from law school, Susanne Stanford of Luce, Forward, Hamilton & Scripps. She
also enjoys traveling - last year London - and
reading, the last book being "Palace Walk" by Nahib
Mahfouz about life in Cairo.
McGuire has two grown daughters.
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awyers Club n~~,-ab?ut 800 members, the secpohtan organization in t he
ond -largest s~ ~
state behind Women Lawyers of Los Angeles and
ahead of Queen's Bench in San Francisco.
There are chapters in North County and East
County, as well as at USD Law School, Western St ate
and Cal Western.
A male president in the future? "Why not," said
McGuire. Dunn and Brewster are both on the board
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senior on
Aby Brayton
·s the· 1990
omen's te
~
ayer of tha Year
winner of the Uns
Award presented by World Tennis Magazine. Brayton finished her senior year with
a 16-11 record and included among her
victims Stanford's Sandra Birch at a time
when Birch was ranked No. 1 in the nation.
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no J. Testoli~-, a re ired at4
of an Iltorney and for~
linois manufactur r, has been
named presiding county grand
juror for the 1990-91 panel. After a
long management career, Testolin
retired and went to law school at
aduating in 1986, He
U~
worked briefly at Higgs, Fletcher &
Mack and then helped the San
Diego Volunteer Lawyer Program. .✓.
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USD's Brayton unsung no more

•

USD_J!ORlen's tennis player Aby the countr~
Brayt. n was named 1990 "Unsung
Player of the Year" yesterday by
.
World Tennis Magazine. ~
The award, which is selected by
the lntercollegiat~ Tennis Coaches
Association, is presented to one male
and one female player who displayed
dedicc> tion and courage, but did not
receh recognition for their contri- ·
butior..:s.
Brayton, a senior from San Jose,
finished the season ranked 36th in the·
final Volvo Tennis/Collegiate rankings and compiled a 16-11 singles
record. Brayton's biggest win was an
11pset of Stanford's Sandra Birch
when the latter wa! ranked No. 1 in
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mer San Diego attorney
~
Roger ~ ~Crobarger, 5_1,
suspen~t.fefmthe bar in 1986 m
connection with a marijuana growing scheme, will not be reinstated
because he failed to pass the State
Bar's professional responsibility
exam. According to State Bar records, Crobarger graduated from
USD in 1969 and practiced law until 1979, when he joined the illegal
pot project. Crobarger in 1983
worked briefly as an assistant attorney general for the republic of
Palau before he was convicted on
marijuana and tax evasion
charges. Crobarger was suspended
from the bar for three years beginning in 1986 but the discipline was
extended indefinitely this month.
Residents at two phone numbers
Crobarger listed in Encinitas professed no knowledge of him or his
wherea bouts. . / '
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Creative Kids '90, a program
for students in grades 2 through
seven, will be held July 9-20. The
program offers two weeks of
classes ranging from geograp_hy,
arts and crafts, theater production
and journalism. Afternoon enrichment program from 11 :45 a.m.-5
p.m. Classes are $70. Afternoon
enrichment program is $170. Program is repeated July 23-Aug. 3.
./
Call 260-4585.
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~
Bnlle and tennis player Dan Mattera
have been chosen third-team academi~ All-Americans by GTE. Brille,
a senior from Las Vegas, compiled a
3-83 grade-point average in business
. administration and graduated magna
cum_ laude. Mattera, a seDiorJ~ m
graduated this sp~,.~tt~ a

l ~•

3.79 GPA i} business.
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From Vista to
By

Jeff Savage~qoS

Tribune Sportswriter

ou watch Chris Enger block
shots inside. You watch the
tall, thin blonde from USD bat
away layups, jumpers and hooks.
You watch the ~8-year-old athlete
wave her wingspan around like an
air-traffic controller, directing balls
into the stands. And one conclusion
emerges:
This former Vista High standout is
something special.
Chris Enger plays basketball from
a stepladder. Or a rooftop. Or another galaxy.
The women's game is a lot of tactical maneuvering, a lot of controlled
movement, a lot of shuffling from
end to end. Mostly shuffling.
Not with Chris. She's an intimidator. A dominator.
Not since Terri Mann graduated
from Point Loma High three years
ago has this town seen such a scene.
Enger's freshman season at USD

Y

•

usn ·.·.. to .the Olympics?
coincided with the school's best-ever
record of 17-10 and its first victory
over big-sister rival San Diego State.
The concurrence was no accident.
"We're lucky to have her," says
USD coach Kathy Marpe. "She's
going to dominate the West Coast
Conference the way Patrick Ewing
dominated the Big East."
She's off to a good start.
Enger set conference records with
rebounds in a game (24) and blocks in
a game (12). Her 96 blocks ranked
fifth in the nation.
She was a first-team All-Conference pick and was named WCC
Freshman Player of the Year.
But it is June. USD's season ended
three months ago. Why is Enger's
name coming up now? Because her
season is still going on. She travels in
two weeks to Minneapolis for the
U.S. Olympic Festival - a warmup
for the '92 Olympics in Barcelona.
Chris isn't in Spain yet but ....
"She's trying to figure out if she's

good enough," says Marpe. "I think
she is."
We can't quite call her a superstar.
She isn't reeling off triple-doubles
every game. She isn't talking about
breaking the NBA gender barrier.
She doesn't have a 900 number yet.
But Enger has the tools. She's 6-4.
And growing.
"I hope I stop,'' says Enger. "I'm
pretty close to that doorjamb."
And she has the desire. "So coachable," says Marpe.
Altitude and attitude: a lovely
combination.
And now she's going right to the
body. Weight work three times a
week.
"I lift until I can't lift anymore,"
says Chris. "Next year, I should see a
change."
Enger got shoved around in her
first few games as a Torera.
"For the first time, basketball
know
fun," she saill
wasn't
Please see ENGER: E-1 Col. 3
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USD's Chris Enger hopes to be a stronger player this year
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Her odyssey started in Vista and may end up in Spain-

what to do to correct it. I wasn't all
of a sudden going to become Miss
'We?e lucky to have her (Chris Enger).
Strong."
She's going to dominate the West Coast
But Chris discovered strength in
other areas.
Conference the way Patrick Ewing
After being treated like a tossed
dominated the Big East.'
salad, Chris noticed the fourth game
on the schedule was against SDSU.
- Kathy Marpe
And it just so happened that a USO
assistant coach who had spent a year
and a half persuading Chris to come
'For the first time, basketball wasn't fun. I
to USD, a woman with whom Chris
entru~ted her fragile impressionabildidn't know what to do to correct it. I wasn't
ity, fled Chris and the Toreras two
all of a sudden going to become Miss Strong.'
weeks before the season would begin
to join up with USD's Game 4 oppo- Chris Enger
nent.
"And that school wasn't one of my
favorites to begin with," said Enger.
Coach noticed. Chris was named points and blocked nine shots. She
So the practices at Alcala Park
the
starting center for the Game 4 would no longer come off the bench.
leading up to the SDSU affair be- opponent.
"Coach thinks I'm better as a
came a little more rowdy; when
starter," says Enger.
Chris got thumped, Chris thumped
USD won, of course, and Enger
Tougher coaching decisions have
back.
was a primary factor. She scored 17 been made.

Which brings us back to this Mfirneapolis gig. Enger will be playing
center for the West squad. She was
the lone player selected from- th•
West Coast Conference at the
day tryouts at Stanford in April. • :'IOI
But she won't be the only peis<ff.
representing the conference. Mar~
will be an assistant coach. Fqr' t~i
East squad.
· , ,·1.J!
Meaning, for the first time,· Kat~?,.
Marpe will have to try to stop Chris!
Enger, even if it's only drawing hi'er;.i
o~lyphics on a clipboard.
-:,,.f
"I might have a few insi"htsilll
~ ' "r1
Marpe warns.
~o!I
But Chris wants to win. "Bad!'' she1
says. And we know what happeq§:
when Chris comes down with a case
of desire.
So, after feeling like Don Quixote
against that imposing windmill ffx!
the center of the lane, Marpe may ~
left with this one insight: If you can'
beat 'em, rejoin 'em.
--- · ,
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Inn er driv e spurs Sor tino to success

Although it's just a chance to showcase some
of the talent and the game doesn't count in
· HUNTINGT ON BEACH - When Melisa anyone's standings, Sortino isn't taking the honor
Sorttno w~s a sophomore basketball player with lightly.
"Just to be named to the squad is an honor,"
Manna High, she made an agreement with her
dad. If she earned a scholarship to a Division I Sortino said. "When I sat and thought that I was
being considered as one of the top 22 players in
college, he would buy her a Porsche.
W!:J.en ~ortino leaves for the University of., the state, I thought that was pretty good."
If not for a few subtle changes in her game
San D1e1fi° m the fall, she'll be driving the red
Pors"che er dad bought her after signing a Jetter over the past few years, Sortino might not have
achieved quite the notoriety. As a junior playing
of intent in the spring.
Wh<?ther the car was the motivating factor for Coach Mike Thornton (now the women's
for Sortmo to earn the scholarship makes no coach at Orange Coast College), Sortino was a
difference. A car alone didn't spur her to coax shooting guard. But when Bonny took over, he
Vikings Coach Pete Bonny to open the gym for saw Sortino filling a need on his team. knew
"The first day I walked into the gym, I
her or to spend her summers at countless camps
she would be my point," Bonny said. "Her ballor playing endless games on her traveling team.
No, it wasn't a car that did it. She did it handling skills were so much better than anyone
herself and now it has all paid off - the else.
"We wouldn't have had anywhere near the
scholarship, the car and a berth on the South
played
roster for the "Fabulous 44" State Prep Basket- kind of season we had if she would have
ball Classic taking place this Sunday at the Bren at the (shooting) guard. She was like having
another coach on the floor, and I wanted to make
Events Center at UCI.
~
By PATRICK LARKIN~
nd

Dally PIiot correspo

ent

/..

sure that she had control of the game."
The changes paid off for her as she led the
Vikings to a second place finish in the Sunset
League and a berth in the CIF 5-A playoffs.
Sortino averaged 20.8 points and 5.2 assists in
helping Marina to a 19-8 record. She also
connected on 64 3-point shots.
"The advantage that she has now is that she
can play either guard position," Bonny said. "It's
kind of ironic that we turned her into a point for
her senior year and San Diego recruited her as a
shooting guard."
After garnering All-Sunset League first-team
honors as a junior, Sortino knew that parts of her
game still needed work. She was a solid player
her junior year, but that wasn't enough to earn
a scholarship.
She attended several camps between seasons
and played travel ball to work on her point-guard
skills. But the biggest improvemen t was the
mental part of the game. After a good start in the
preseason, things really started to fall together at

(Please see SORTINO/C l)
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the beginning f ,£;;,~ League com.
.
petition.
"We played Edison, Westmin ster
and Hunting ton Beac~ to start the
season, and I felt that 1t was coming
together ," Sortino said. "y.;e were
winning and I started getting more
.
confiden ce."
In those three games, Sortino
scored 80 points and Marina shot to
.
a 3-0 Sunset mark.
"She really learned qmckly,"
Bonny said. "She led us by example,
and her work ethic is unbelievable.
She's out there working every day,
and her intensity is incredible."
Sortino see_m ed to be ~ble to find
the perfect mix at the point. She was
still _able to score and she was ab)e
to dish off to her teammat es. In six
months, Sortino turned herself from
a ~-hooter to an all-aroun d thre~t.
When _I played at (shooting)
guard as aJum~;• all I_ had t? d~ was
put the ball up, Sortino said. As a
point guard, the team got more out
of_ me.,,1 was able to do a lot more
things. . . .
Her ab1ht1es led seve:al sch~ols to
express interest in Sortino_. Included
111 the ~roup was the University_ of
San Diego. She ended ~p tak_ing
advantag e of the early signing penod
and signed <?n with the Toreros.
Some prep _girls basketball experts
.
consider ed It a steal for USD.
··1 didn't have a lot of maJor
Division I teams that looked at me
like the UCLAs and the USCs, but
there were some schools," Sort_ino
said. "I finally narrowed my choices
down to Pepperdine and San Diego.
"I made visits to both schools and
I really liked both of them, but I
finally settled on San Diego. It's
close enough to home, but yet it's far
enough away that I can establish
myself."
The situation at San Diego is also
appealing to Sortino. Head coach
Kathy Marpe is losing two guards
and that will leave major holes to ~II
if the Toreros hope to contend again
for the West Coast Conference title.
"The assistant coach there figures
that I could get a lot of playing
time," Sortino said. "I think that if
1 work as hard as I have been, I can
slip into a starting role at some point
in the season. That's a goal for me."

One thing that might actually im- .
prove Sortino to the next notch, 1s
the fact that she'll no longer be the
top dog al San Diego. At Marina,
she had some quality high school
talent around her, but when she
starts in at the college level, she
knows that everyone on the team
will most likely be at least as good ,
if not better than she is.
--1 know the level of competi tion
is going to be a lot better;, but ifs a
more relaxed situation , Sortino
said. "I won't be expected to do the
bulk of the scoring there, considering that I'll be playing with a 6foot-4 center. At Marina, our center
was 5-1 o.
"The whole team won't have to
lean on me anymore , and I probably
won't end up as the star of the team.
I think of myself as more of a role
player."
Sortino has also gotten a lot of
support from some unlikely _sources
_ mainly from the oppos 1t 1<?n at
Edison High. Sortino has estabhsh ed
a strong friendship with Chargers
junior Talia Crooks as well as Coach
Phil Abraham .
"Someti mes people have gotten
on me at Marina, because ! was
hanging out with pe~ple from oth~r
schools," Sortino said. "But Taha
and I started working out together
and we became good friends .
.. It's a situation where we both
encourage and motivate each other.
And I've known Coach Abraham fo r
about four years. He's helped me a
t ,,
IO · ·
Her strenuou s summer worko_uts
have. ~ecome a routine for_ Sort1_no
and 1t s a good thing. Unhke h1&h
school where players compete in
summer league_ program s, college
players are forb1dde~ from working
out as . a team. She II play on the
Olympic Girls Develop ment League
travel ball team in the _summer,
which head~ for Tenness ee in July to
compete in the AAU cham pionships. On Sept. 10, she will join
her new teamma tes in San Diego.
Speaking of the Olym pics, that's
another subject that Sortino addresses next summer . Last year she
tried out for the Junior Nationa l
Team - the first step before the
Olympic team - at Stanford ~n [versity and although she d1dn t
make the cut, Sortino said she's
/
willing to give it ianother try.
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MEND and _uSD's ->orporate

rel a t ions office; •will·, present
Jonathan Halpe~J,1END educational advisory boJd member and
pr esident of FYI Information
Resources for a Changing World in
Washington, D.C., July 6, 3 to 5
p.m. in the Hahn Center at USD.
He 'll discuss business opportunities in the Soviet Union. The
seminar costs $25; pre-regist!_~t~
is required. Contact MEND~
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. /Two local students received $1,000 commercial real estate scholarships for the 1990-91
academic year. The first recipients of the new
award sponsored by the National Association of
Industrial and Office Parks are: Johanna Romero, a graduating senior at University of San
Diego; and Jay D. AlexandP.r, a graduate student at San Diego State University. Students in
the real estate programs a~
d SDSU
were asked to submit a written essay and the
finalists were interviewed by NAIOP's scholarship committee.

,;z_c;55'

- .

In a recent column ("Insurers May
Have to Indemnify Child Molesters,"
May 11, 1990), Maxine Calatrello incorrectly characterized the sexually abused
child in the case of J.C. Penney Casualty
Ins. Co. v. M.K., Supreme Court,
S010524, as seeking "an expansion of insurer's liability into the child molestation
arena." This is a misstatement of the
law.
In fact, until an insurance company
succeeded in persuading a California
court of appeal a few years ago that an
exception should be made with respect
to a case of child .sexual abuse, the law in
California was clear than an insurance
company could only be relieved of liabil- ity for the harm caused by an intentional
act of its insured if the harm itself was intended by the insured. See Clemmer v.
Hartford Insurance Co., 22 Cal.3d 865
(1978).
An insurance company's liability for
the intentional acts of the insured unless
the harm itself was intended has been
the law in California since at least 1882.
See W. Barber, "Principles of Insurance," 123 (1882). Yet in an amicus brief
submitted in support of the appellant in
f. C. Penney, a consortium of insurance
companies is seeking to overturn this established rule.
Appellant J.C. Penney Casualty and
the other insurance companies appearing as its amici are urging the California
Supreme Court to either forge an exception from the Clemmer rule in the case of
sexually abused children, or to overturn
the Clemmer decision entirely. Both of
these results are legally insupportable
and socially reprehensible.
There is no legally or socially justifiable reason to treat victims of child sexual abuse any differently from victims of
murder, arson, assault and battery, etc.,
with respect to their ability to recover
from the abuser's liability insurance .
Most child sexual abusers do not think
of their acts as doing harm to children.
The same can clearly not be said of murderers, arsonists, and batterers. There is
thus less reason to presume intent to
harm from an act of child sexual abuse
than from acts of murder, arson and
battery.
To argue, as Calatrello implies, that no
child victim of sexual abuse should ever
· · be allowed to recover from a convicted ·
perpetrator's insurance company is to ar·- gue for a situation in which child victims
would be forced to choose between crill}- ,

their acts as doing harm
to children.
inal prosecution of the perpetrator and
seeking civil remedies against him/her
- if the perpetrator were found criminally guilty of child sexual abuse, the victim could not collect damages for
treatment.
·
Under this rationale, either society
would suffer because perpetrators of
child sexual abuse would not be held
criminally responsible, or child victims
would suffer because they would be unable to collect from the perpetrator's insurance company. Only insurance
companies would consistently profit
from such a scheme.
TERRY A. COBLE
Children's Advocacy Institute
Center for Public Interest Law
University of San Diego

Cartoon Was Racially
Insensitive, Tasteless
I am surprised that a publication of the
stature of The Daily Journal would publish a cartoon as racially insensitive and
tasteless as the Joe Martin cartoon captioned "Zorro . . . the day he got his
green card" (June 4, 1990).
I suggest that The Daily Journal re- .
turn to what it does best - reporting the
legal world - and leave remarks offensive to the Hispanic community to certain members of the Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisors.
MICHAEL L. STERN
Stem & Basich i
Los Angeles :

Minority Scholars
The May 25, 1990, issue of The Daily
Journal Report publishes three articles
relating to "minority scholars" and their
status in legal academia. The authors'
contrasting views and approaches are
most interesting.
.
Your publication of this has been a
very worthwhile contribution to the Cali- • ,
fornia legal community.
OLIVER B. WYMAN · '
Whittier
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anchoite
Generously to USD

The Uni.Yersity of San
Diegp 's endowment wasg iven a
th ~s to
ce
healthy boost r e tly,
Agnes Crippen.
Crippen donate $1 million
to the university to endow the
.
president's office.
University president Author .
Hughes is grateful for the
donation. He said the gift will
enable the president's office to
operate without taking money
from the school's budget, allowing more money for areas in
need of funds.
Crippen's donation is part of
the "Education for a New Age"
campaign to increase USD's
endowment by $47.5 million.
The donation helped boost the
campaign near $27 million.
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Public Relations Club Of S.D.
Honors Professional Of Year
~f~

•

e:·.ecutive TamPublic
my Smith has been named "Professional of the Year" for 1990 by the
Public Relations Club of San Diego.
Sm ith, 38, is a managing partner
with Smith-Masar-Johnsto n Mar' keting Communications. She will
celebrate her fifth year with that
firm in September.
Smith received her award at the
club's " Mark of Excellence"
awards program last week at the
Mission Brewery Plaza.
The public relations executive
, was vice president of The Gable
Agency before moving to the marketfog firm and was an editor of
t he "On-Air" magazine show produced by KPBS-TV. She began her
' career as a public relations assistant at San Diego Trust & Savings

Tammy Smith

•

Bank.
Smith was president of the San
Diego chapter of the Public Relations Society of America in 1988
and president of the Public Relations Club of San Diego in 1980.
She is a PRSA national assembly
delegate, working on a national
t ask force to promote public relations among chief executive officers . She is also a member of the
San Diego State Alumni &
Associates board of directors.
Mark of Excellence awards and
merit awards were presented by

the club in 14 separate categories.
Mark of Excellence winners, and
the category, were: Richard
Keating, the Gable Agency, best
short-term public relations program; Elaine Warren, Alvarado
Hospital, best continuing publication, internal, one or two colors;
Roni Hicks, Roni Hicks &
Associates, best continuing
publication, external, three or
more colors; Mar.i_orie Shaw,
Zoological Society of San Diego,
best annual or special report; Francine Phillips, American Heart
Association, best crisis communications; Roni Hicks and
Henry DeVries, Roni Hicks &
Associates, best news story; Diane
Gage, the Gage Group, best feature
story; Alan Ziegaus, Stoorza,
Ziegaus & Metzger, best pro bono;
Micki Stockalper, Stock/Alper &
Associates, best direct mail/invitation; Ann Prater, Scripps Clinic,
best audiovisual; Fay Rose, San
T1~"go State University Extension,
b".,t brochure, one or two colors;
Diana Clark, Diana Clark Co., best
brochure, three or more colors;
Francine Phillips, American Heart
Association, best special event;
Micki Stockalper, Stock/Alper &
Associates, best portfolio.
Merit award winners were Diane
Gage, the Gage Group; Laura
W alcher, Capener/W alcher; Ed
Stgruble, Security Pacific Service
Corp.; John Sutherland, University
of San Diego; Lynn ~ S a n
Uiego Blood Bank; Sally Romoser,
Janice Atkins, Roni Hicks &
Associates; Cheryl Flategraff; Kris
Grant and Chris Lee, Grant and
Associates, Lynne Murphy, Helen
Woodward Animal Shelter; Mary
Claire Scanlon, Jostens Learning
Corporation; Monica Cory,
Berkman & Daniels; Micki
Stockalper ', Stock/Alper &
Associates; Hannah Ryan and
Mindy Shipley, Hannah Ryan
J
Public Relations.
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ENGAGED-Heather Raynell Paddock, daughter of Sue and Michael
Paddock of Ramona, and Lance Eric
Peters, son of Kay and Ron Doyle of
Seattle, Wash ., plan a July wedding at
Immaculata at the University of San
Diego. The bride-€0-be, a 1987
graduate of Ramona High School, attended San Diego State University
and is a student at Grossmont College.
She is employed as a pharmaceutical
technician. Her fiance i~ stttdent in/
the U.S. Navy. 'J-lf ')
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You've heard of a meet~
ing of the minds, but what
about a meeting of the voices?
The Russian barbershop quartet, Quiet Don, will present its
first performance outside of the
Soviet Union when it joins the
Sun Harbor Chorus at 7:30 tonight in the University of San
~Camino Hall. Tickets:
$15; 295'='5'542 or 298-8095. A
6:30 p.m. reception will precede
the concert.
We may be having a
~
drought in San Diego, but there
will be no shortage of moisture
and melody in Balboa Park
when the musical comedy "Singin' in the Rain" dances its way
across the stage of the Starlight
Bowl at 8 p.m. Tuesdays
through Sundays through July
15. Tickets: $13 to $24; 5447827.
- Patric Petrie
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Grads recel•ve
th el•r d1·p1omas

More graduates ...
Hoover and USC alumna
Kathleen Johnson received a law
degree from the Universita of San
Diego in May. While astu ent she
worked as a volunteer extern with
Justice Richard Huffman of the
Fourth District Court of Appeal
and was invited to become a member of Phi Delta Phi law fraternity.
Johnson, daughter of Frank and
Ann Johnson and niece of longtime
Glendale resident Margaret Hayhurst, is studying for the bar exam.
In October she plans to become an
associate at McKittrick, Jackson,
DeMarco and Peckenpaugh in
Newport Beach.

•

Another University of San Diego
graduate was Shanna Wierda, who
earned a bachelor of arts degree in
international relations. The Cres-

•

centa Valley High School graduate
was a member of Gamma Phi Beta
sorority and a Sigma Chi Little Sister. She plans to work as a flight attendant before returning to graduate school to pursue her master's
degree in history. Her parents are
William and Nancy Wierda of La
Crescenta.

•

Mary Margaret Steele, daughter
of John and Kathleen Steele of
Glendale, received a bachelor of
arts degree from Wesleyan University in Middletown, Conn. An English major, St£:ele was one of nearly
700 graduates who heard
Archbishop Desmond Tutu of
South Africa deliver a commencement address.
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.,,,--San Diego theologians cautious
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San Diego Roman Catholic theologians were wary and a bit skeptical
about the Vatican's announcement
this week that warns church scholars
that they have no right to publicly
dissent from church teaching.
"It's hard to imagine how theologians will do their work and share
ideas without it ever becoming public," said Ron Pachence, a professor
of theology at the University of San
-..
·Diego. _,)
nee and fellow USD theology
~
professor Gary Macy, who both
hadn't read the announcement, said
they couldn't critically comment on
the warning until they saw the document.
However, Pachence did state that
the warning by the Vatican may be
aimed at "theologians who go
straight to the media" to discuss
church teaching.
The announcement, or "instruction" as it was called by the Vatican
discussed the relationship of th~
media and some theologians.
Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, head of

the Faith, which oversees the teach
of church doctrine, released the 28page announcement for theologians
and bishops Tuesday.
The announcement, which had the
approval of Pope John Paul II, ordered theologians who question elements of church teaching to express
their reservations within the church,
but not publicly.
Church scholars publish their ideas
in journals that usually are read by
other theologians, but can be read by
anyone, Pachence said.
In 1968 when Pope Paul VI published his letter to the church condemning birth control, several theologians published their dissent, ineluding Charles Curran, who later
lost his job teaching at Catholic University in Washington, D.C., because
of his dissent.
Macy of USD said that according
to first reports of the document, "it
doesn't sound good. But sometimes
Vatican documents are better than
they sound at first. Sometimes what
they don't say is as important as
what they do say."

of

Mobile, Ala., chairman of the Committee on Doctrine for the American
bishops, welcomed the document as
"a positive contribution to the discussion of the relationship between theologians and the Magisterium of the
church." (The Magisterium is the
teaching authority of the church.)
Lipscomb said the document, entitied "Instruction of the Ecclesial Vocation of the Theologian," invites
bishops and theologians to develop
collaborative relations characterized
by mutual trust. "Their inquiries into
the truth of revelation are an essential contribution to the church's understanding of the faith," he said.
The American bishops have a good
relationship with their theologians
and received help from the Catholic
Theological Society of America
(CTSA) in preparing a similar document in June 1989, Lispcomb said.
Yet even as the Vatican instruction was being released, the CTSA
was preparing to issue a statement
that mirrors European theologians'
criticisms of the Vatican for authoritarian behavior. The Europeans are

File photo

Pope John Paul II

He approved 'instruction'

concerned about the appointment of
conservative bishops in contradiction
of the wishes of the other bishops and
recommendation from the dioceses.
That statement, called the Cologne
Statement, was issued in January
1989 by 163 German-speaking bishops. It also challenged the Vatican
saying it abused papal authority i~
banning artificial birth control.
As in the United States, most West- ·
ern Europea~ Catholics practice
See Vatican
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birth control, often with the tacit
consent of their priests and bishops.

•

•

When the CTSA met in June of
1989 they declined to comment on the
Cologne Statement. However, they
are preparing to issue a statement
that criticizes the Vatican's "arbitrary and authoritarian style of leadership," according to a report in the
National Catholic Reporter, a liberal
Catholic newspaper. The report published this week said the statement
of the CTSA will carry only the numbers of theologians who support it,
not the names.
Sister Anne Patrick, outgoing president of the organization, said includ-

i~g names "would not _be prude~t,"
st ~~e European th~olog1ans publ~cly
tc_nttcal of the Vatican face retnbu10n.
Macy said the 1,000-member College Theology Society, for which he
serves on the governing board, also
concurred with the Cologne Statement. Society members teach on college faculties and are mostly Catholies, Macy said.
"We feel this is part of an ongoing
dialogue and it is hard to know what
the contribution of this new document will be until we read it. If it
means we can't publish our opinions
if they are not 'official' it makes an
end of scholarship," he said.
/
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